One Bit to Rule Them All: Binarizing the Reconstruction in 1-bit Compressive Sensing
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Abstract—This work focuses on the reconstruction of sparse signals from their 1-bit measurements. The context is the one of 1-bit compressive sensing where the measurements amount to quantizing (dithered) random projections. Our main contribution shows that, in addition to the measurement process, we can additionally reconstruct the signal with a binarization of the sensing matrix. This binary representation of both the measurements and sensing matrix can dramatically simplify the hardware architecture on embedded systems, enabling cheaper and more power efficient alternatives. Within this framework, given a sensing matrix respecting the restricted isometry property (RIP), we prove that for any sparse signal the quantized projected back-projection (QPB) algorithm achieves a reconstruction error decaying like $O(m^{-\frac{1}{2}})$ when the number of measurements $m$ increases. Simulations highlight the practicality of the developed scheme for different sensing scenarios, including random partial Fourier sensing.

1 Introduction

Since its advent in 2004 [1], [2], Compressive Sensing (CS) has focused on reducing the data rate needed for low-complexity signals (e.g., sparse) while still allowing their estimation. By introducing new properties on the measurement process such as the RIP [3], [4], it was first shown that the number of measurements necessary can be related to the information rate of the signal (e.g., its sparsity). Further works focused on reducing the resolution of the acquired data, creating more cost efficient platform with lower resolution Analog to Digital Converter (ADCs) or reducing the storage needed on the processing platform [5]. In [6], the authors proposed adding a random dither and then quantizing the compressive measurements. By leveraging this dither they showed that reconstruction error of PBP fed with Quantized measurements (PBPQ) decreases like $O(m^{-\frac{1}{2}})$ when the number of measurements $m$ increases.

In this paper we aim at further reducing the requirements on the hardware by performing the PBP reconstruction with a 1-bit quantification of the measurement matrix, what we refer as Quantized Backprojection on 1-bit quantized measurement (QPBQP). Apart from the obvious storage gain provided by the binary representation of the matrix, the Backprojection process itself can be made more efficient. For example, scalar multiplications between 1-bit variables become simple XOR logic gates, which can be efficiently computed or even implemented on embedded platforms. This has the potential to yield extremely efficient architectures [7]. A similar simplified processing was studied in [8] however, they provided no proof of a reconstruction error quantification of the measurement matrix, what we refer as Quanized Backprojection on 1-bit quantized measurement (QPBP).

This binary representation of both the measurements and sensing matrix can dramatically simplify the hardware architecture on embedded systems, enabling cheaper and more power efficient alternatives. Within this framework, given a sensing matrix respecting the RIP [3], [4], it was first shown that the number of measurement $m$ can be efficiently computed or even implemented on embedded platforms. This has the potential to yield extremely efficient architectures [7]. A similar simplified processing was studied in [8] however, they provided no proof of a reconstruction error quantification of the measurement matrix, what we refer as Quanized Backprojection on 1-bit quantized measurement (QPBP).

1-bit compressive sensing where the measurements amount to quantizing (dithered) random projections. Our main contribution shows that decreases with the number of measurements $m$.

This work is also partly connected to the study of mixed operator in CS [9], and on sensing matrix corruption [10]. In [9] the authors considered performing the reconstruction using an operator deviating from the original one, in this context the mismatch between the two operators is seen as multiplicative noise. The main difference with our work (apart from the use of highly quantized measurements) is that, in [9], no assumption is made on the structure of the mismatch which results in quite stringent conditions for the reconstruction of signals. The developed theory in [9] only allows for $\approx 5\%$ (in a $\ell_2$ sense) discrepancy between the two operators. Whereas our proposed scheme creates a mismatch that is as big (in amplitude) as the maximum component of the matrix, but leverages the added dither to obtain reconstruction error that scales down with an increasing number of measurements.

The claims of this paper are the following: (i) we prove a uniform bound on the degradation between PBPQ and QPBQP, and show that it scales as $O(m^{-\frac{1}{2}})$, provided $\Phi$ follows the RIP; (ii) we validate the results through Monte-Carlo simulations for Fourier and Gaussian complex matrices, which also highlight the necessity of adding the dither before the quantization; (iii) we show empirically that this scheme could be extended to matrices that have a factorized representation (such as Fast Fourier Transform [11]), enabling for further gain in the implementation.

2 System Model & Reconstruction

In CS, we consider the sensing model

$$y = \Phi x,$$

where $y \in \mathbb{C}^m$ is the complex measurement vector, and $x \in \mathbb{C}^N$ is a complex sparse vector. We assume $\Phi \in \mathbb{C}^{m \times N}$ to respect the RIP $(s, \delta)$ for a sparsity $s$ and a constant $0 < \delta < 1$: for all $s$-sparse vectors $x \in \mathbb{C}^N$,

$$(1 - \delta)\|x\|_2^2 \leq \frac{1}{m}\|\Phi x\|_2^2 \leq (1 + \delta)\|x\|_2^2.$$ 

This property has been proven for random (sub) Gaussian matrices [4], random partial Fourier matrices, and other structured sensing matrices [3].

In this work, we alter (1) with a dithered uniform quantizer $Q_{\alpha}(\cdot)$ of resolution $\alpha > 0$ [6]. For $u \in \mathbb{R}^m$, this quantizer, applied componentwise (entrywise) on vectors (matrices), reads

$$Q_{\alpha}(u) := \lfloor \frac{u}{\alpha} \rfloor \cdot \alpha + \frac{\alpha}{2}.$$ 

The dither $\xi \in \mathbb{R}^m$ follows a uniform distribution over $[-\frac{\alpha}{2}, \frac{\alpha}{2}]^m$. For complex vectors, we quantize the real and imaginary parts separately with independent dithers.
The bound on quantized PBP

In this context, we focus on the projected back-projection algorithm \[3\] for the signal reconstruction, namely the signal estimate

\[
\hat{x} = \frac{1}{\gamma} H_s(A^T b),
\]

where \(H_s(u)\) is the hard thresholding operator that zeroes all but the \(s\) biggest components of \(u\) in amplitude. Depending on the combination of \(A\) and \(b\), we obtain different schemes. In classical PBP, \(A = \Phi\) and \(b = \Phi x\) \[3\], and in PBPPQ \[6\] \(A = \Phi\) and \(b = Q(\Phi x)\). Here, we quantize both \(y\) and \(\Phi\) (with resolutions \(\epsilon\) and \(\nu\), respectively), and set \(A = Q_\epsilon(\Phi)\) and \(b = Q_\epsilon(\Phi x)\), what we refer as the QPBPQ algorithm.

3 Bound on Quantized PBP

The \(\ell_2\) reconstruction error of QPBPQ is given by

\[
\|x - \hat{x}\|_2 = \|x - \frac{1}{m} (Q_\epsilon(\Phi)^T Q_\epsilon(\Phi x))_S\|_2 \leq \epsilon
\]

where \(\epsilon \geq 2\|\Phi x\|_\infty\) (and \(\nu \geq 2\|\Phi\|_\infty\)) is the quantization resolution such that the elements of \(\Phi x\) (resp. \(\Phi\)) can be represented with 1-bit and \(S := \text{supp}(H_s[Q_\epsilon(\Phi)^T Q_\epsilon(\Phi x)])\). For brevity, we define hereafter \(z := Q_\epsilon(\Phi x),\ \Psi := Q_\epsilon(\Phi)\).

We show that, when \(m\) is large enough and for a matrix \(\Phi\) respecting the RIP(\(2s, \delta\)), the reconstruction error of any unit-\(s\)-sparse vector \(x\) is bounded as \(\|x - \hat{x}\|_2 = O(\sqrt{s/m})\). Below, the values \(C, c > 0\) are universal constants that may change from one instance to another.

For brevity’s sake we only provide a proof sketch. The full proof is inspired by \[3, 6\]. We first note that

\[
\|x - \hat{x}\|_2 \leq \|x - \frac{1}{m} (\Psi^T z)\|_2 \leq 2\|x - \frac{1}{m} (\Psi^T z)\|_{\mathcal{T}} \leq 2\|x - \frac{1}{m} (\Psi^T z)\|_{\mathcal{T}} 2\|\frac{1}{m} (\Phi - \Phi^T z)\|_{\mathcal{T}} 2,
\]

with \(\mathcal{T} := S \cup \text{supp}(x), |\mathcal{T}| \leq 2s\).

In \[3\], the first term, which amounts to the PBPPQ reconstruction over the extended support of QPBPQ, is upper-bounded by \(O(\sqrt{s/m})\) \[3, Cor. 3.9\]. For the second term, we must show that, for \(y = Q_\epsilon(\Phi u)\), the quantity \(\|\frac{1}{m} (\Psi - \Psi^T y)\|_{\mathcal{T}}\) is small for all unit-\(s\)-sparse vectors \(u\) and any support \(\mathcal{T}'\), with \(|\mathcal{T}'| \leq 2s\). Let us first consider \(u\), and thus \(y\), fixed. From the properties of the dithering \[3\], \(E[\Psi^T y] = \sum_{\mathcal{N}} E[\Psi^T y] = \Phi^T y\). Given \(i \in [N]\) and \(\gamma > 0\), Hoeffding’s inequality provides

\[
P(|\Psi_i^T y - \Phi_i^T y| > m\gamma) \leq C e^{m\gamma^2/2},
\]

since \(\|\Psi_i - \Phi_i\|_2 \leq \nu\). Therefore, by union bound, we can extend this inequality to any \(i \in [N]\), so that

\[
\left|\frac{1}{m}(\Psi - \Phi^T y)\right|_{\mathcal{T}}^2 \leq \sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} |\frac{1}{m}(\Psi_i^T y - \Phi_i^T y)|^2 \leq 2m^2 s\gamma^2,
\]

with probability of failure \(p_1 \leq C n \exp(-c m^2 \gamma^2/2^s n^2)\).

To extend \(3\) to all bounded \(s\)-sparse vectors \(u\), we define a \(p\)-covering of bounded size \(|\mathcal{J}_p| \leq (\frac{2N}{p})^n (1 + \frac{1}{p}) 2s\) of the set of \(s\)-sparse vectors \[3\]. By union bound, \(3\) holds for all \(u \in \mathcal{J}_p\) with probability exceeding \(1 - C n \exp(-c m^2 \gamma^2/2^s n^2)\). The quantizer prevents us to extend by continuity this last property to all bounded \(s\)-sparse signals. However, for any bounded \(s\)-sparse vector \(v\) whose closest point in \(\mathcal{J}_p\) is \(u\), we can leverage Lemma 6.1 in \[6\] to bound the number of non-zero components in the vector \(Q_\epsilon(\Phi v) - Q_\epsilon(\Phi u)\) to a small fraction of \(m\). If \(p\) is proportional to \(\gamma/(\epsilon^2 \sqrt{m})\), this fraction is bounded by \(c^2 \epsilon^2 \gamma^2\).

We thus use that value of \(p\) and gather all the events above (with a probability of failure upper-bounded by the sum of the previous failure probabilities). Finally, provided that

\[
m \geq C \gamma^{-2} s \frac{\log(n \sqrt{m} \gamma^2)}{\epsilon^2},
\]

we have, for all unit \(s\)-sparse vectors \(v\),

\[
\left\|\frac{1}{m}(\Psi - \Phi^T v)\right\|_{\mathcal{T}} \leq C \gamma^2 (1 + \frac{1}{p_1})
\]

with probability exceeding \(1 - C \exp(-c m^2 \gamma^2/2^s n^2)\). Placing this bound in \(3\) and saturating the requirement on \(m\) provides the announced decay for the reconstruction error of QPBPQ.

4 Simulation

We assess the quality of the developed scheme by performing Monte-Carlo simulations. We carried out 100 runs for different numbers of measurements and sparsity levels.

In Fig. 1 we compare the proposed QPBPQ scheme in terms of \(\ell_2\)-reconstruction error against PBP and PBPPQ for two sparsity level, \(s = 2\) and \(s = 10\), with a measurement matrix corresponding to a randomly (sub/over)-sampled Fourier transform. As indicated by the developed proof, QPBPQ does scale as \(O(m^{-\frac{1}{2}})\) and only suffers from a constant loss in dB compared to PBPPQ. Interestingly, it seems that the loss of resolution in the measured signal has more impact on the performances than...
lowering the resolution of the back-projection. In Fig. 2 we compare different schemes with the same sparsity level of \( s = 4 \). Similarly to what was shown in [6], [12], [13], we see the dither plays in capital role in the obtained performances. Indeed, while the dithered scheme continues to scale down when \( m \) increases, the scheme with the deterministic backprojection seems to slowly saturates. We also see that using complex Gaussian matrices yields similar result, albeit requiring a larger number of measurements to reach the same performances, compared to Fourier transforms. Finally we compare the 1-bit Backprojection relative low losses while still enjoying fast computation thanks to the butterfly algorithm reducing the complexity from \( \mathcal{O}(m^{-\frac{1}{2}}) \). Although it is not yet fully supported by the developed theory, it is interesting to see that this scheme can benefit from relative low losses while still enjoying fast computation thanks to the butterfly algorithm reducing the complexity from \( \mathcal{O}(mN) \) to \( \mathcal{O}(m \log N) \).

5 Conclusion

We showed that leveraging the effect of a dither can allow the reconstruction of sparse signal using a simplified 1-bit backprojection. The proposed scheme shows a relative low recovery losses compared to other high resolution methods such as PBPQ. This fully quantized scheme was shown to have a bounded reconstruction error which decreases with an increasing number of measurements. Future work will focus on extending the scheme to noisy settings and fast algorithm such has the Fast Fourier transform and other factorizable matrices. More generally, our approach could be open to the quantization of an iterative reconstruction algorithm, similarly to [14].
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